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PLEASE CHECK WITH BROADCAST

The following talk by the Hon. F.C. Sturrock,
Minister of Railways and Harbours in the Union of

South Africa, who is now on a visit to this country,
will he given after the 9 o*clock news tonight.

This is a welcome opportunity for me - as a member of the South African

Government - to speak directly to British listeners. We - in that far-distant

country - have not the means to reach you, as you through the varied and powerful
transmissions of the B.B.C. reach us. By means of the radio and through the press -

in which are published very complete news services from London - our South African

people get an intimate picture of what is happening in Britain - of what you do and

what you think - and of all the great events and tremendous experiences that are the

pattern of your daily lives.

Of us, you hear very little. We are but a small fragment of the great world that

pours its news into London, So - as there is this deficiency - I should like to tell

you something of what South Africa is doing and to give you an indication of the way

in which the Afrikaans and English-speaking population of the Union have teamed up

behind our leader and Prime Minister - Field Marshal Smuts - that great champion of

freedom and of the freedom-loving peoples of the world.

He - General Smuts - who still likes to he familiarly called General,
notwithstanding his feelings of pride at having been made by His Majesty the King a

Field Marshal - personifies the spirit of South Africa. He, too, personifies the cause

that has united the Allied Nations - the cause for which they are fighting and will

continue to fight for until decisive victory - as it surely will he - is won.

My own present task in London is a natter of what I may call war-time business,

I am meeting Members of the British Government and others over various economic and

supply problems and am seeing what further measures can be jointly taken to help to

gear up still further our South African part of the work in the war front. Let me

say how warmly I appreciate the attitude of understanding and co-operation I am met

with on every hand.

The Union of South Africa figures largely on the map. Its area - leaving out the

huge area of South West Africa - is more than five times that of Great Britain, But,

numerically, we are a small country - with less than two and a quarter million of

European inhabitants and something more than eight million non-Europeans, Sixty per

cent. of the white population are not of British descent; while, of the forty per cent,

who are, probably two-thirds have never even seen the British Isles,

We - as you know - are not without our internal political differences. There is

strong opposition by a section - as there has been from the beginning - to the very

fact of our active participation in the war. It is against this background that the

performance of South Africa must be judged. The claim I proudly and confidently

advance is that it is a good performance - according to any standards.
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South Africa — by the fact of geography - has for long had a position of

great strategical importance. But never - as the war has developed - has that

importance been so self-evident — so vital - as it is at the present time.

The Cape route, guarded by our ports, is the only effective sea passage for

most major purposes between the Western and Eastern hemispheres. We in South

Africa are the nearest ports of call to all the Eastern theatres of the war; we

are the indispensable supply base on route for great convoys — of transports and

supply ships - of famous warships - of liners whose names are familiar to
you -

of great merchant vessels and humble tramps - all in combination representing
a mighty evidence of power and common purpose at sea.

Constant watch and ward bust be maintained over the waters surrounding our

shores. Whilst the responsibility for this, in so far as it affects the High

Seas, is primarily a matter for the Royal Navy, South Africa itself undertakes

the air reconnaissance - necessary to ensure that no unauthorised shipping shall

slip past us, keeps bur coastal waters clear of submarines and mines, and pro-

vides and mans thepowerful coastal batteries, equipped with gunsof a calibre

that wild, answer any challenge that may be offered us.

The Union has had the privilege of showing hospitality - particularly at

Cape Tovm and Durban - to hundreds of thousands of soldiers going to their places,
in the war front# I know they found South Africans a friendly, welcoming and

kindred, people. Wherever they have met and joined withour forces in the theatres

of war, they have in truth been brothers in arms,

When thewar began, South Africa had scarcely an Army at all, and no Navy

whatever, But the South African Air Force, small in numbers, but magnificent in

personnel; struck the first blows at the Italian enemy when Mussolini in 1940

plunged his unhappy country into the conflict, prom the smallest beginnings,

South Africa built up powerful striking forces on the borders of Abyssinia and

Italian Somaliland - thousands of miles north of the Union - and equipped them -

almost entirely - from our own resources.

What these Union soldiers did has become a matter of history. They gloriously

upheld the fighting tradition of Boer and Briton, Thereafter, the Springboks

moved up to the Middle East - to the other end of the African Continent. In

numbers and in equipment, their strength grew and they have been, throughout, as

they are now, in the thick of the fighting. All the men South Africa has put

into the field have been produced by voluntary enlistment and yet their number

reckoned either as a percentage of our manpower or our European population ranks

with the very highest of all the Allied Nations now at war.

South Africa is not unrepres ented, over here andI have been delighted to see

so many of our men dropping in at South Africa House where they are assured of the

warmest welcome. There ar e some 3,500 South Africans serving in the Royal Navy,
the British Army and the Royal AirForce. There have alone been about one hundred

awards for gallantry including one V.C. to the six or seven hundred South Africans

serving with the R.A.F.

In common with the other Dominions we have played our port in Air Training
and at a large number of Air Schools under plans which provides for the most

effective co-operation between tho Royal Air. Force and the South African Air Force,
our own non and others from this country in large numbers are being trained in all

branches of the service,

Although, as I have said, we had no Navy at the outbreak of the war, we did

have a reasonably strong division of the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve which was

at once called up by the Royal Navy, The Union then proceeded - with the guidance
and collaboration of the Admiralty - to create a service of minesweeping, anti-

submarine and patrol vessels wholly manned by South Africans, Some of these were

detached for service with the Royal Navy in the Mediterranean. In that sphere of

operations, as also in home waters, these gallant little ships have earned high
distinction.
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Our South African women are making a notable contribution to the war

effort of their country in the Army and the Air Force and in many voluntary
services as well as in the factories engaged upon the production of the

munitions of war.

The workshops of the Union are mobilised for war service under a

Directorate of War Supplies which has a remarkable record of achievement.

The quantities and variety of munitions that have been produced for our own

and other Forces would have seemed a rather wild impossibility but for the

fact that the task has been accomplished. I am more directly concerned with

my own Department - that of railways and harbours - which has in actual

operation become our Ministry of War Transport,

This administration is the largest single organisation in South Africa,

It employs more than 130,000 persons and its many workshops are staffed and

equipped on a scale and for a range of manufacture not to be found elsewhere

in Africa, The system covers 13,000 miles of railways and 17,000 miles of

road transports, control of the ports is also part of its responsibility..

Apart from all our internal transport requirements, the handling, provisioning
and repair of naval and merchant vessels is now on a huge and unprecedented
scale. And, notwithstanding our meeting all the essential war-time demands

on our transportation resources, no less than railway men are serving
in the fighting forces*

The engineering industry of the Union - the extensive mine workshops -

factories of every variety - are making their contribution to the materials

of war that are flowing out in an ever increasing stream.

Fortunately, we possess large iron deposits upon which there have been

established considerable steel works without which our production of many

vital things for our allies and ourselves Would have been impossible.
Thanks to our geographical position and to the supplies and the skilled

manpower available, we have been in a position apart from general productive

capacity, to carry out on what is for us a big scale rapid repair of ships,

tanks, armoured cars and other equipment. The Union has cone to be known -

quite rightly - as the repair shop of the Middle East, Damaged ships have

been made seaworthy again, hundreds of tanks and other armoured vehicles

that night have been rusting in the desert have been put back into effective

service.

The spirit of the people in the factories and the workshops and in the

other essential services that have to be maintained on a basis,

has been one of sustained determination in meeting the demand of and needs

of the ever-changing situation.

In giving you these brief glimpses of the Union at war, I must not omit

to speak of our non-European papulation. Our coloured people have in this

war, as they had in the last Great War, a magnificent record of brave,
devoted service upon which, if time permitted, I would wish to dwell with

the fullness it deserves. Our native people, who comprise the great bulk

of the inhabitants of South Africa, have throughout the war, notwithstanding
the activities of- some subversive agencies - remained faithful and steadfast

and responsive to all the tasks they have been called upon to do.

I hope I have said enough to enable you to appreciate that the Union is

no sleeping partner In this war. You may be sure that South Africa will

play her full part in meeting the demands and enduring the trials that lie

ahead. The real South Africa has been with you, heart and soul, from the

start and will - assuredly - be with you to the very end of the road - until

the common task of the United Nations has been fully and finally accomplished.
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